d with initial condition v(0, } )=h) with respect to the nonlinear continuously differential functions 8 and . are established.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to study how the solutions of the equation
in (0, )_R d with initial condition v(0, } )=h depend on the nonlinear functions 8 and . which are assumed to be continuously differentiable; the function . is in addition assumed to be nondecreasing. Since it is not assumed that .$ is strictly positive, the equation may be degenerate. More precisely, we show that if v j is the solution of (1) that corresponds to 8 j and . j for j=1, 2, then for t>0 h(x)({ } 9)(x) dxÂ sup
This seminorm arises naturally in the error estimate; the rotationally invariant seminorm &h& TV 2 (R d ) obtained by using the 2-norm instead of the -norm can be used instead by simply taking into account the fact that
Although equations of the form (1) arise in many applications, e.g., heat flow in materials with temperature dependent conductivity, flow in a porous medium, and the Stefan problem and have been studied by many authors (see, e.g., the references in [2] ), there are very few results concerning the dependence on the nonlinearities 8 and .. In 1976, Kuznetsov [9] obtained the above inequality for the case in which 8 1 =8 2 , . 1 =0, and . 2 (v Ä )=ev; that is, he obtained an estimate of the distance between the entropy solution v 1 and its parabolic regularization v 2 . A similar result was obtained by Kruz kov [7] in 1965. In 1981, Benilan and Crandall [1] studied the case 8=0, but their continuous dependence results are not written in terms of explicit estimates. For the case . 1 =. 2 =0, i.e., for entropy solutions of the nonlinear scalar conservation law, Lucier [11] obtained the above estimate in 1986 and in 1998, Bouchut and Perthame [3] obtained estimates involving weaker norms of the difference 8 2 &8 1 . In [3] there is also a result on the case 8 1 =8 2 and . 1 =0 that only involves sup s{0 |. 2 (s)&. 2 (0)|Â|s|. To the knowledge of the authors, there are no other results on continuous dependence on 8 and . for solutions of the degenerate parabolic equation (1) .
In this paper, we use the theory of nonlinear semigroups as developed by Crandall and Liggett [6] ; we follow Benilan and Wittbold [2] (where the more general equation t (b(v))={ } a(v, {v)+ f is studied in a bounded domain). Thus we rewrite (1) as the abstract Cauchy problem
where one formally has A(u)=&{ } (8(u))&2(.(u)), and show that for each *>0, the range of I+*A is the whole space L 1 (R d ; R) and
when v 1 and v 2 belong to the domain of A. Under these two conditions, the theory of nonlinear semigroups [6] guarantees the existence of a generalized solution of (2) . If, for example, .=0 then the semigroup approach yields the (unique) entropy solution of the conservation law (see [5] ) whereas if 8=0, then it is shown in [4] that a bounded solution (in the distribution sense) of [1] is unique.
Finally, let us point out that the main idea we use to obtain our estimate (Theorem 3 below) is a combination of the theory of nonlinear semigroups [6] with a suitable extension to the case of degenerate parabolic equations of the technique of``doubling of the variables'' used by Kruz kov [8] , Kuznetsov [9] , Lucier [11] , and Bouchut and Perthame [3] in the framework of scalar conservation laws.
STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Since we consider (1) within the theory of nonexpansive (nonlinear) semigroups we first define the operator that generates the semigroup.
and
=0, and . is nondecreasing,
then A 8, . is the set valued function defined in (4), respectively, such that
uniformly on compact subsets of R as n Ä and if there are sequences [u n ] and [w n ] such that w n # A 8 n , . n (u n ) for all n and u n Ä u and w n Ä w in
(Here 0Â0 can be taken to be 0.) We need some results about A 8, . . Lemma 2. Assume that d 1, *>0, and that (6) and (7) hold. Then
is a translation and rotation invariant.
Here
It is not difficult to prove some further results, e.g., T-accretivity, about A 8, . as well. Various forms of this result can be found, e.g., in [1, 2, 5] . The reason why we restrict ourselves to the case where (6) and (7) hold is that it is only for such functions that we can say anything about the dependence on the functions 8 and ..
Since A 8, . is m-accretive, it generates a nonexpansive semigroup; see, e.g., [6] . It is in this sense that the solution of (1) is considered. Now we can state our main result. (By BV(R d ; R) we denote the set of all functions
Theorem 3. Let d 1 and assume that for j=1 and 2,
(ii) . j # C 1 (R; R), . j (0)=0, and . j is nondecreasing;
) is the solution (in the semigroup sense) of Then for t>0
, where
, then for t>0
is the modulus of continuity of translations of h in the L 1 -norm.
Expressions of the form 0 } (& ) (that arise when the supremum is taken over an empty set) have to be interpreted as 0.
We also have a slightly different result inspired by [3, Thm. 3.1].
Corollary 4. Let the assumptions of theorem 3 hold, except that (i) is replaced by
Then for t>0
In order to see that one cannot improve this result very much consider the case where d=1, 8 1 =8 2 =. 1 =0, and . 2 (s Ä )=+s Ä , with +>0, and where
. Then a direct calculation shows that one has for t>0
and Theorem 3 gives the estimate
In the proofs of Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 we need estimates on how the resolvents J *, 8, . (h) depend on 8 and .. In order to formulate this result we pick some function q such that q # C (R; R) and q is nonnegative and nonincreasing on R + , q(t)=q(&t), for t>0, and the support of q is contained in [&1, 1], (8)
We set
and we use the notation
Lemma 5. Assume that *>0, e>0, and that for j=1 and 2
If the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 hold then
and if (i) of Theorem 3 is replaced by (i) of Corollary 4, then
where
For completeness we state the following well known result on functions of bounded variation.
where (e 1 , ..., e d ) denotes the standard basis in R d .
PROOFS
We need the following result on the operator A 8, .
(in the case where (3) and (4) hold). This is not a new result, but for completeness and lack of a good reference, we give a proof below.
Lemma 7. Assume that d 1, *>0, and that (3) and (4) hold. Then
First, we prove claims (a) and (c) of Lemma 7; then we start on the proof of Lemma 5, and once we have obtained one of the crucial inequalities there, we can finish the proof of Lemma 7. Then we complete the proof of Lemma 5 in the case where the nonlinearities 8 j and . j ( j=1, 2) satisfy (3) and (4), respectively, and the functions f j are bounded. Having done this, we can prove Lemma 2 and then we are able to complete the proof of Lemma 5. Finally, we prove Theorem 3 and the proof of Corollary 4 is left to the reader, because it is essentially the same.
Proof of lemma 7. Since *A 8, . =A *8, *. , we may without loss of generality take *=1.
Let us first assume that
It is clear that this assumption is no restriction provided we only deal with functions that satisfy some a priori given bound on the L -norm, and this will be the case, as seen below.
We proceed to consideration of the range of
(using the standard notation for Sobolev spaces) by
It is clear that this operator is well defined and we shall use [10, Thm. 2.7, p. 180] to show that it is surjective. For this purpose we have to show that it maps bounded sets into bounded sets (which we easily see is the case), and is pseudo-monotone and coercive. In order to show that it is pseudo-monotone [10, p. 179] it suffices to show that if
, which in the case of square integrable functions reduces to the inner product in
, and (at least a subsequence of) it converges point-wise almost everywhere. Since t.
&1 (t) 0 for t # R it follows from Fatou's lemma that (.
is Lipschitz continuous it follows that we have (.
. Moreover, using Fubini's theorem in the last step we get
so that we get ( &{ } 8(.
&1 is Lipschitz-continuous, we conclude that lim j Ä ( &{ } (8(.
Putting all these results together we see that B is pseudo-monotone.
We also have to show that B is coercive, that is, that
Our assumptions (12) imply that there is a constant c 1 >0 such that
Using (13) once more we therefore conclude that
Next we show that when we take u=.
&1 (v), we have
Let p be a nondecreasing smooth function such that p$ has compact support and p is 0 in a neighborhood of 0. Then
since the second integral on the right hand side vanishes (cf. (13)) and the third is nonnegative because p is nondecreasing. Now we replace p by a sequence of functions that tend to the function (.
s&1 from below, where s # [1, ). (We take 0 0 =0 when s=1.) Inequality (15) then gives
where we used Ho lder's inequality in the last step. This gives the desired conclusion when s< . By letting s Ä and arguing in the same way for u & we get (14). Next we consider the smoothness of the function u. By (14) we know
. Thus it follows that u and h # L 2 (R d ; R) and from (12) that { } (8(u)) and .(u) # L 2 (R d ; R) and this implies that
. By (12), . has a twice continuously differentiable inverse with bounded derivatives and it follows that u # W 2, 2 (R d ; R) and u+A 8, . (u)=h. The inequality in (c) follows from (14) and therefore we can drop the assumption (12). Thus we have established (a) and (c).
Proof of Lemma 5. Again we take *=1. First, we suppose that 8 j and . j satisfy (3) and (4), respectively, for j=1 and 2, and that
Thus we know from Lemma 7(a) that there are functions
that is, we have
, where '>0 and S is a continuously differentiable odd nondecreasing function such that S(t)=sign(t) when |t| 1. It is clear that S ' approaches the sign function when ' a 0.
The basic idea is to double the variables, so we must consider the variables x j # R d , where j=1, 2, and we denote the gradient and Laplace operator with respect to these variables by { j and 2 j , respectively. We will always consider u j and f j as functions of x j only, for j=1, 2. If j=1 or 2 and k j denotes some constant, then we have
Similarly, we also have
because this equation holds for smooth functions and we can take a sequence of C functions that converge to u j in W 2, 2 (R d ; R) such that the L -norms stay bounded and conclude that Eq. (19) holds in L 2 (R d ; R). If we now choose k j =u 2& j (so that, e.g., k 1 is only a constant with respect to x 1 , but not with respect to x 2 ), multiply Eq. (17) by S ' (u j &k j ) for j=1, 2, and add the results, then we get from (18) and (19), because S ' is odd and S$ ' is even, that
Next we observe that we have
Let F ' 1, 2 be defined by
The reason for introducing this function is that we have
when we interpret the derivatives as distribution derivatives, because this is the relation we get when u 1 and u 2 are smooth functions. Now Eq. (20) can be written in the form
We let be a smooth function with compact support in R d such that (x)=1 when &x& 2 1. We multiply both sides by the test function
(where e and m are positive numbers), integrate over (R d ) 2 , and use the definition of distribution derivatives, i.e., perform an integration by parts. This gives
Now we must to show that we may let m Ä so that the functions can be replaced by 1 and
To see this, argue as follows: There is some constant c 2 such that
with i{ j and the function |u 1 (
In the second and third terms on the left hand side of (23) we perform an integration by parts, and we get
A straightforward calculation shows that
and we get
Similarly, we get
Now we let ' a 0 and observe that
When we combine this result with (25) and use that fact that S ' (_) Ä sign(_), we get from (24) that
Proof of Lemma 7 continued. If we take 8 1 =8 2 =8 and . 1 =. 2 =. in (26), and let e a 0, then we get
which is precisely the claim (b). Since the operator A 8, . is invariant under translations, we can use this result together with Lemma 6 to obtain (d). This completes the proof of Lemma 7. K
Proof of Lemma
we therefore get from (26) that
By Lemma 7(c) and (d) we get inequality (10) under our extra assumptions.
In order to obtain (11) we note that the only difference compared to the proof of Lemma 5 comes from the treatment of the term
it follows that the second term on the left hand side in (26) becomes
and since R d &{ q e (x i &x j )& dx j =2dÂe when i{ j and
we see that the absolute value of the expression in (27) is at most
Thus we have obtained (11) under our extra assumptions.
Proof of Lemma 2. Again we can take *=1. First, we prove accretivity and we assume that f j , u j , and
(u j ) and u j +w j = f j for j=1, 2. These functions can be approximated by functions [u j, n ], [w j, n ], and [ f j, n ] such that u j, n =J 1, 8 j, n , . j, n ( f j, n ). Since the functions J 1, 8 j, n , . j, n are nonexpansive, we may assume that
and for all n and we may also assume that we have
Then we see from (11) that
for all e>0 and by letting e a 0 we get the desired accretivity. The fact that the range of I+A 8, . is L 1 (R d ; R) follows from Lemma 7 and another application of (11) and it is also clear that J 1, 8, . is translation and rotation invariant. Thus we have established (a).
The claim (b) follows from Lemma 7(c) and (d) is a consequence of Lemma 6 and of the translation invariance and accretivity. K Proof of Lemma 5 continued. For the general case we use the results already proved together with the definition of the operators A 8 j , . j and note that just as in the proof of Lemma 2 we may choose the functions [ f j, n ] that approximate f j to be sufficiently smooth. K Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose first that
Now recall that the nonexpansive semigroup generated by A 8 j , . j ( j=1 or 2) can be approximated by the piecewise constant function one gets from an implicit Euler scheme: Let $>0 and let u Next we must to find an estimate for the difference between u $ 1 (t) and u $ 2 (t) when t=n$ and we apply Lemma 5. We get for each n 0 
Combining these results, we get from an induction argument that 
Next we observe, using Lemma 6, that if f, g # L 1 (R d ; R), then
We apply this inequality together with (29) in (30), and it follows that If we now choose e=-n $d C(. 1 , . 2 , h 1 ), then we conclude that . 2 , h 1 ) ).
Since u $ j Ä v j uniformly on compact subsets of R + we finally obtain
which is the desired conclusion. Finally, we consider the case where (28) need not hold, that is, where h 1 need not be of bounded variation. For this purpose we observe that of e>0 then we can replace h 1 by h=h 1 V q e , where V denotes convolution and q e is as in (9) . By (8) and Lemma 6 we have
and it is also easy to see that
By taking q to be a sequence that approximates the function / [&1Â2, 1Â2] , inequality (32) becomes
Using this inequality and (31) together with the fact that the semigroup is nonexpansive, we get the last claim. K
